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October 2002 

Month Meeting 

PLACE: CENTERVILLE COMMUNITY CENTER 
3365 Country Drive, Fremont, CA 
(510) 791-4336 

DATE: Wednesday, October 23 
TIME: 7:30 PM (Social hour begins at 6:30 PM) 
PROGRAM: Thomas Whiting will present “Fascinating Facts About Fly Tying 

Feathers.” Whiting Farms, Inc. was founded in February of 1989 by Thomas Whiting. The mission of Whiting Farms, 
from its inception, was to become THE provider of the finest quality fly tying feathers for the world. Thomas Whiting of 
Colorado began raising poultry and game birds at around the age of 10 in response to an ever present interest in birds. To 
further pursue this interest in birds Tom obtained three academic degrees studying Poultry Science; a B.S. from Colorado 
State University (1980), an M.S. from the University of Georgia (1982), and a Ph.D. from the University of Arkansas 
(1988). Of special interest to Tom was avian genetics, so his specialty and focus has always been on the genetics and 
breeding of birds. Through some chance encounters Tom learned of the hackle business and felt that it was ideally suited 
to his professional and business interests. Initially the famed Hoffman Hackle genetic stock and name were acquired from 
Henry Hoffman of Oregon. In 1996 the other exceptional hackle gene pool, the Hebert/Miner line, was obtained from Ted 
Hebert of Michigan. Other types of fly tying feather lines were also acquired or developed by Dr. Tom Whiting, including 
the Coq-de-Leon breed from Spain, the American Hackle wet fly line, and, soon to be available, a genetic Spey Hackle. 
From a modest beginning in 1989 Whiting Farms has grown to become the dominant provider of quality fly tying feathers 
in the world. Thomas will bring along a bunch of pelts to show tiers about grading and new products that are under 
development. 

EVENTS THIS MONTH 
SAT. October 12 CLUB BREAKFAST AT THE HICKORY PIT ON FREMONT BLVD. AND WALNUT 

AVENUE IN FREMONT – 9:00 AM . 

WED. October 16 FLY TYING @ TRI CITY SPORTING GOODS, 7:30 PM, 40900 GRIMMER BLVD, 
FREMONT. 

WED. October 23 CLUB MEETING 7:30 PM (see details above) 

WED. October 30 BOARD MEETING – 7:30 PM, at the home of Bill Peakes (See map following). 

SAT. November 9 NOVEMBER CLUB BREAKFAST 
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President’s Message:  
Last month I mentioned the fisherman’s angst that some of us suffer, after some reflection on this I realized that the only 
way to cure that is to make it a priority to get out more. For a small group we belong to great club, we have folks going in 
all directions all year long, just listen to the banter before our meetings and during the breaks, you will hear about new 
places that either were on your “want to go to list”, or some place absolutely new. There are many more opportunities than 
the published fishouts, some of these ‘other’ trips get planned at dinner or in the car on the way home. It just takes is 
getting out on some of the fishouts, getting to know and be known by your fellow club members to open up the full 
potential of being part of the MPFA. 
Ken Brunskill 

**************************************************************************************** 
MAINSTREAM is the monthly newsletter of the Mission Peak Fly Angler’s, P.O. Box 7263, Fremont California. 94537. 
2002 OFFICERS: 
 
President  Ken Brunskill Secretary Albert Chen 
Vice President Mike Walden Treasurer Bill Peakes 
Board Members:    
 Larry Dennis      1/2003 August Abellar 1/2004  
 Dave Heyes 1/2003 Marty Van Slyke 1/2004  
Chairpersons:    
Programs  Craig Gittings Fly Casting Jerry Reynolds 
Editor  Kathy Schwarz Librarian  Gerry Perko 
Distribution Dave Heyes Inside Angler Library  Dave Heyes 
Advertising  Jerry Reynolds Historian  Randy Cuffaro 
Fund Raising  Tom Knoth Graphic Design  Ed Huff 
Video Library  Bob Langland Picnic  Don Hirzel 
Conservation  Larry Dennis  Annual Dinner  Jerry Snyder 
FFF Rep. Gene Kaczmarek Name Tags  Jerry Reynolds 
Fly Tying Tom Knoth Hospitality  Kay Heyes 
Fish-Outs  Mitch Matsumoto  Web Master Marge Liu 
 Jeff Lorelli   
 
 
  
Opinions expressed in articles appearing in Mainstream are those of the writer / author, and do not necessarily represent the opinions or view of 
Mission Peak Fly Angler’s or it’s official representatives. 
Permission is granted for parts of this newsletter to be reproduced. Credit should be given to the authors and Mission Peak Fly Anglers. 
Articles and information submitted to Mainstream are due by Friday night following the Board Meeting. 
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SEPTEMBER CLUB MEETING SUMMARY 
This month's presenter was Rick Martin, photo journalist for the San Jose Mercury and the photographer for Bill 
Sunderland's books. Our brand new projector arrived just in time! He showed some amazing slides (4 carousels!) of his 
recent trip to the Amazon, as well as some slides from the books. Some of his advice in taking pictures included: 
1) Shoot a lot of film, you never know what you are going to get. 
2) Coordinate light to balance your picture. Concentrate on taking your pictures early and late in the day. 
3) Look for contrasts in texture or color. A good example are the fly shoots in the books. Note Rick doesn't use a fly plate. 

Rick also had a section called "Me and My Fish", devoted to taking better fish pictures. His top tips included: 
1) Move your glasses and tilt your head. We want to see YOUR expression too! 
2) Put your hands behind the fish and get down lower to "clean" your background of any distractions. 
3) Try using Fill Flash to highlight and brighten up hidden features. 

Also, do all of these BEFORE you lift the fish out of the water. We still want to release the fish unharmed, so it's a good 
idea to set yourself up for the shot and at the last minute, lift the fish into place. Thanks again Rick! 
The FFF Conclave dinner is not sold out yet, tickets are still available. Contact Gene Kaczmarek for more info. The Club 
also voted Gene as the club fly tier of the year. Congratulations Gene! There has been a huge fish kill in the Klamath 
river, more than 8000 salmon and steelhead. Cal Fed has claimed ignorance. Look for the e-mails from Larry Dennis and 
REPLY to them! The next tier at the fly-tying meeting will be John Fukumoto, tying some of his killer trout flies. The 
Club decided to purchase any back issues of the Inside Angler with the remaining balance. The Fly Tying class is 
officially on and has met the required attendees. Class begins in November. 

OCTOBER BOARD MEETING SUMMARY  
Not much report, as most of the board was away at the Montana fish-out. Jerry Snyder has secured Cattlemen's for our 
Club Banquet, with a much larger room. The date is set for January 18, with social hour starting at 5pm. We need a couple 
volunteers to help setup at 4pm. Big thanks go out to Jerry for organizing this. Jerry also received a heart-warming letter 
from an Arroyo High School student who received an Orvis Clearwater breathable wader. Good to know our donations 
were put to good use. Collection of the dinner and raffle prizes is still ongoing. 

MAP TO BOARD 
MEETING 

October 30 2002 
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“The Inside Angler” - Newsletter of the Informed Fly Fisher by Michael Fong. The club subscribes to this semi-monthly 
newsletter on fly fishing trips to some of the best spots in the west (and a few other parts of the western world). The reports are 
comprehensive and include all aspects such as: location, accommodations, food, gear, flies, guides etc. The club has a complete 
collection of the Inside Angler. You may check the newsletter out at club meetings from Dave Heyes . A complete list of fishing 
destinations covered by the Inside Angler is available. 

NEW MEMBERS OF MISSION PEAK FLY ANGLER’S 
No new members 

The Tackle Exchange – For Sale & Want Ads  
For Sale: Member Name , ( Area Code ) Phone 

Item : Description  ..................................................................................................... $ Price 
e-mail address list  
The club is compiling an e-mail address list for the use of club members. If you want your address included or wish to have a copy of 
the list send an e-mail to Mike Walden. 

BUDDING FLY FISHING WRITERS 
Here is your chance to gain some experience writing about your fabulous fly fishing trips to places near and far. The club 
newsletter is seriously lacking in members written and photographic accounts of our fishouts. Of course you may not think a trip to 
Putah Creek is worthy of such notoriety, but remember, many members have never been there and would welcome a description of 
how your fishout went And as for a trip to Alaska or Baja, a story of your adventure would be most appreciated. Send articles to 
Kathy Shwartz. 
NOTE FROM TREASURER, BILL PEAKES – Mission Peak Fly Angler’s patches and pins are available from Bill at a nominal 
price. New members should have received either a pin or a patch when the joined; if not, call Bill Peakes. 

 
FOR YOUR REAL ESTATE NEEDS 

BUYING, SELLEING OR IF YOU JUST 
HAVE A QUESTION 

 
Mail & Copy Center 

Please call 
Jerry Reynolds 510 608-7720 

Broker Associate Coldwell Banker Residential 
Brokerage 

3340 Walnut Ave. Suite 110, Fremont CA 94538 

 Susan Yoon 
Tel (510) 796-7499 • Fax (510) 796-7497 

5255-A Mowry Avenue, Fremont, CA 94538 
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MISSION PEAK FLY ANGLERS 
2002 Calendar of Events 

Fishouts JEFF LORELLI    
Fishouts MITCH MATSUMOTO   

Events Mike Walden   

** Please note: Fishouts with out specific dates might change, contact the Fishmaster who is listed for exact information. 
** Items in Bold are Confirmed Dates. 

DATE LOCATION TYPE OF FISH 
or EVENT 

FISHMASTER 
or CONTACT 

COMMENTS 

Oct 9 - 11 McCloud River Trout Tom Knoth 
  

See below 

Oct 11, 12, 13 Kings Beach, North 
Lake Tahoe 

FFF Conclave Rich 
Lobrovich 

  

 

Oct 26, 27, 28, 29 Kirman Lake Trout Paul Lelis     Staying @ Virginia Creek 
Settlement 

Nov 8, 9, 10,11 Eagle Lake Trout Ken Brunskill 
  

 
 

The above Fishout and Activities calendar for 1999 is tentative and subject to change. Always contact the Fishmaster so that you will 
be notified of changes in location and time due to weather and other unforeseen circumstances. Also, check the newsletter for detailed 
information on fishing tackle, flies, directions and accommodations, provided by the Fishmaster. 
Your ideas for fishout locations and volunteering as Fishmaster would be appreciated by the club members. Phone Fishout Co- 
Chairman Jeff Lorelli , or Mitch Matsumoto, to volunteer as a fishmaster or to express your desires on where you would 
like to hold future fishouts. The qualifications for Fishmaster are that you have a place in mind that you would like to fish and 
would welcome some fishing companions. That’s it, so sign up now! 

October 9 – 11 McCloud River Fishout:  
The McCloud River in the fall is simply magical place. Beautiful fall colors, glacial green water, hatches that look like 
snow-fall, and the chance at a brown of a lifetime combine to make this a memorable experience. Our plan is to fish the 
lower river in and around the Nature Conservancy section, (depending on the availability of walk-on tags), or we’ll fish 
the area right next to the Conservancy. Me, August Abellar, and Jeff “rod-breaker” Lorelli will be fishing the McCloud 
on the Thursday, the 10th. 
Besides the 10th, are plans are up in the air, and dependent on which waters are fishing the best. We may fish The Pit 
River, or we may revisit The McCloud. 
Fishmaster: Tom Knoth   
Accommodations: Any flea bag motel of choice in the Shasta City/McCloud area 
Rod: 5-6 wt 
Lines: mostly w/ floating, can also bring sink-tip for streamers (optional) 
Recommended flies: 
Nymphs: Prince (14-16), PT (14-16), Hare’s Ear (14-18), Black A.P.(14-18), Dark Lord (12-16), Poxyback Golden 
Stone Nymph (8-12), Poxyback Micro Stone, Dark (12), Black Rubber Legs (4-8), October Caddis (6-10); 
Dries: Elk Hair Caddis (12-16), Stimulators w/ orange body (4-10); 
Streamers: Olive Buggers, Sculpin Patterns (4-8) 

Future Fishouts:  
We need input for the 2003 fishouts. Anyone who would like to share their favorite place to fish can call or e-mail Jeff 
Lorelli with a date. Even if you don’t know the exact date (maybe just the month or season) you can still call Jeff. If, in 
the past, you went on a fishout that you liked you could put you name in as the fishmaster for the spot you particularly 
liked. Big trips and little day trips can be put on the schedule so that all can enjoy the type of fishout that appeals to them. 
There is very little to being a fishmaster, simply pick a date and a spot, and a contact number so that members can sign up. 
People can either e-mail or call Jeff with ideas or dates and destinations. Jeff would like to get a preliminary fishout 
calendar together by the Dec newsletter. 
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The Fly Tier Guest Tier: John Fukomoto  
John is a former commercial tier, and has been fly tying since 1966. John will be dazzling us with his eloquent 
tying skills as he demonstrates his variations on a couple of classic patterns. If you are interested in tying along, 
John will have any materials/ hooks that you may not have. 

 

Zug Bug 

Hook: 3906B or comparable, size 14-16 
Thread: Black/Brown 6/0 or 8/0 
Tail: Peacock Sword 
Body: One strand Peacock “Long and 
Brite”, 2 strands Peacock Herl, and 1 strand 
Ostrich Herl (brown or black) – all twisted 
around tying thread. 
Wing case: Turkey or similar 
Legs: Brown hackle 

 

 

Copper John 

Hook: 3906B or comparable, size 14-16 
Tail: Brown Hackle, Antron, or 
similar 
Body: Copper, or any Color Coated 
Copper Wire (Green and Red are good) 
Wing case: Turkey or similar 
Legs: Brown Hackle 
Thorax: Peacock or Fine Herl 

 



 

 

Fly Fishing Classes were a big success Submitted by Jerry Snyder 
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The following instructions are for flies that will be tied at the October 16 Fly Tying Meeting. 
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The Fly Fishing 101 classes came to end with a morning trip to Putah 
Creek on Oct. 5th. The rods were strung and we walked down the hill 
and set up for some indicator fishing. Reading the water was discussed 
and some tips were given on how to water load the rod to aid in casting. 
The final results were that Terry Henry caught a beautiful 18-inch 
rainbow trout with no assistance. With fish in hand and a big smile, he 
released the fish and his confidence in fly fishing was increased 100 fold. 
Thanks to all who participated in the classes. I look forward to doing it again 
in the next year(s). 

Terry at the picnic with 
pictures of “his” fish on his 
shirt. 

 
Fishout Report from Bridgeport Submitted by Jeff Lorelli 
A small group of five met at Buckeye campground for this year’s fishout. On Friday, Ward “house on wheels” Mitchell, 
Terry “Pyro man” Henry, Albert “Mr Enthusiasm” Chen, and yours truly fanned out to fish Buckeye Creek around the 
campground. Terry decided to try the area below the first bridge when he stumbled upon the clothing optional area of the 
hot springs. He quickly avoided an awkward situation by tipping his hat and fishing through the area, although word has 
it he had trouble losing his fly repeatedly in the trees..... 
On Saturday, the group headed out to Leavitt Meadows. Terry, Albert and I hiked in with float tubes and day packs to 
fish 2 secluded lakes near the meadow. The hike ended up being a bit more rigorous than appeared on the map (don’t 
they all end up this way), but the trio was rewarded by finding the spectacular lakes ringed with tall pines and nestled in a 
granite bowl with basalt outcroppings. The fishing for brookies and cutthroats was spectacular as well, with several of the 
cutthroats measuring 12-16”, and one topping out at 18”. After the hike out, the group rendezvoused back at the Leavitt 
Meadow area with Ward and Helen. Seems that Ward has a real knack for meeting people and making lifelong friends 
during the course of the day. 
On Sunday morning, Albert and I decided to pass on fishing the E.Walker and instead went over to Markleeville to fish 
the E.Carson. The winds were intense and fishing somewhat spotty, however, we landed several hard-fighting rainbows 
measuring between 10-16”. But more memorable than the fish we landed were the fish that weren’t: both of us had 
hookups with rainbows well over 20” and several pounds each, but we weren’t quite up to the task of bringing these fish 
to hand. As often time is the case, these battles are decided by the little things the angler does or doesn’t do to give the 
fish the advantage. Once the frustration and disappointment subsides, we hope we can learn from the encounter so we are 
better prepared the next time it happens. 

 

 

 

Steve Foti with his Alaskan prize catch! 
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CLUB PICNINC WAS A ROUSING SUCCESS 

The club picnic was a rousing success again this year the weather was perfect and the food was outstanding (as usual) largely due to 

Malcolm Dunn’s expertise at the ‘Q. The pictures say it all. 
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Last year, when my dad returned from Alaska, he said, “Man, I caught so many fish, I got tired of fishing!” Believe me, these are 
words I’d never dreamed I would hear coming from the mouth of the man who has taken my sister and me fishing since we were old 
enough to hold our own rods. So earlier this year, when he asked me if I wanted to go with him, how could I resist? Ten nights in 
Alaska fly fishing with my dad! How’s that for a once in a lifetime trip? 
We spent ten nights in the most amazing places of all time. We got to see so many places and towns and did so much fishing and took 
so many pictures, I’m surprised we were there for ONLY ten nights! 
The first night we spent in Anchorage. It was still kind of light out at 9:00 at night when we were walking to dinner! And then the 
next day, we took a less than five-minute drive down to Ship Creek, where we saw people standing in their waders in the creek 
catching silver salmon! And Papa got to eat a reindeer sausage sandwich for lunch! 
On our two-hour drive out to Cooper Landing, we got to see the Portage Glacier in, I believe, Whittier, Ak. It was so beautiful! 
Glacier blue is a blue like you’ll never find anywhere else. The Kenai River, visible from the balcony of our motel, was created by 
runoff from glaciers. I have NEVER seen a river of that amazing color. I couldn’t believe we weren’t looking at water shipped out 
from the tropical coasts of Hawaii. And those gorgeous mountains behind the river. I took more pictures of those mountains because 
they are just so beautiful and TALL! 
On Sunday, my dad, friends John and Doug, and I took a guided trip along the lower Kenai River. Our guide was Billy, a young, six- 
foot, five-inch Alaskan-stock male. He was wonderful. He knew that river and could guide his drift boat through it like nobody’s 
business. It was so much fun when Billy would just drop the anchor and let us get out in the river, which was only knee-deep if that. 
We would just all fish from the middle of the river! Wearing fleece pants, thick wading socks and wading boots, we couldn’t even 
feel if the water was cold. We caught a lot of fish though! My dad said he spent more time filming me catching fish than doing his 
own fishing. 
I only wish I had been able to capture on videotape what had happened to him! Papa was fighting this big trout he had on the line. 
Doug and Billy were outside the boat, Doug fishing and Billy ready with the net. Papa had the fish almost out of the water when, 
Wham!, all of a sudden, Billy called out to Doug, “Did you see that?!” This huge sockeye salmon swam in from out of nowhere and 
swallowed the back half of my dad’s fish, ripping it off the line, and swimming away. 
We went back to the Kenai River a couple of days later, but we walked in from the parking lot for the Russian River. It was quite a 
trek. Besides John and Doug, we were joined by their roommate Joe and this wonderful couple from Tennessee, Cathy and Dave. 
John was master fisherman of the day. He seemed to be catching silver salmon left and right. He even let me reel one in. That was 
awesome. He didn’t want to keep any, but Papa said we could, so on our long hike back, Papa had to carry his backpack, once about 
20 or so pounds, loaded down with an additional 20+ pounds of three gutted silvers. He did really well, even crossing the Russian 
River and hiking up the four or five long flights of stairs to get back up to the parking lot. All seven of us had a wonderful dinner that 
night of salmon, pasta, and salad outside the motel under the stars. 
We spent one night in Anchor River, where the motel was just minutes away from the river. Papa caught a humpback salmon, which 
he released, and then he hooked into a fish that gave him the fight of his life. It was a huge steelhead that, once it realized it was 
hooked, took off upstream and didn’t want to let go. Papa was quite tired by the time he reeled in that Big Daddy! It was so 
frustrating to realize that it was a steelhead and that it, too, had to be released. 
We also got to visit Homer, Alaska, and we saw the world-famous Homer Fishing Hole! Oh, my gosh. I had never heard of this 
place, but I’m now making sure that nobody I know doesn’t hear about it. It’s this relatively small body of water off, I think, the 
Kachemak Bay, that was partially funded by the Exxon Valdez Restoration Fund. As the high tide comes in, tons of silver salmon 
and, I’m sure, other fish, come flooding into the area. When the tide goes out, all these fish are left behind. The limit for silver 
salmon in the Homer Fishing Hole is six. Nowhere else in Alaska that we saw is the limit so high. Most places have a limit of two or 
three, but not the Homer Fishing Hole! Those fish were jumping so much, I thought they were performing synchronized swimming 
exercises! Three fish at the same time... up, flip, down. It was incredible. 
Along the Homer Spit, we got to see a lot of touristy shops and people who had just come in from halibut fishing trips. I even got to 
take a picture of this halibut and the man who caught it. We’re not talking any old fish though. We are talking a 110-pound 
monster. I read that the captains have to shoot the halibut that size before bringing them on board because otherwise these fish are 
capable of killing a man or flipping him overboard. For lunch, Papa treated me to a fish and chips place. We had HALIBUT and 
chips. That was delicious! 
Our seven-day fishing licenses expired on Friday, so on Saturday, we visited Seward, Ak. We saw a Princess Cruise Lines ship in the 
port. Papa got some video footage of that to bring home to mom to let her know that she can meet us up there on a cruise ship after 
we’re done fishing. We spent a little time wandering around and doing more shopping. My dad even bought my sister’s birthday 
present in Seward. He bought her these beautiful “glacier ice” earrings from one of the shops downtown. 
We flew home on Sunday. It was 90° at SFO when my mom picked us up at 9:00pm. What happened to the wonderful 70°

 

temperatures we were enjoying in Alaska? And it was dark! The sun was just setting in Alaska around that time. 
Alaska was wonderful. I couldn’t have asked for a better vacation. The weather was wonderful, the scenery was unbelievable, the 
people we met up with and that live there are so nice, the mountains are higher and more beautiful than any I’ve ever seen... But I 
didn’t catch so many fish that I got tired of fishing. Guess I’d better go back next year. 
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CONSERVATION 
NEWS 

By 
Larry Dennis 

October 2002 
Klamath River Fish Kill 
Endangered coho, chinook salmon, steelhead and other fish 
began dying during the last week of September of this year. 
Everyone but the Potomac River bureaucratic bottom feeders 
has attributed the kill, which some claim will exceed 30,000 
adult fish, to the low flows in the river. The low flows caused 
increased water temperatures and algae blooms resulting in 
too little dissolved oxygen to sustain life. 
U.S. Representative Mike Thompson (D-Eureka) had 500 
pounds of the dead fish delivered to the steps of the Interior 
Department in an effort to draw attention to what many see as 
mismanagement of the river by the federal government. 
“These dead salmon represent thousand of jobs, millions of 
dollars and priceless resources that are being destroyed due to 
the administration’s failures in the lower Klamath Basin,” said 
Thompson at the press conference. “The Pacific Coast cannot 
afford to let the Department of the Interior continue a 
destructive policy that ignores downstream fishing, tribal 
interest and other working communities.” Steve Williams, 
director of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service claimed no one 
factor was to blame in the massive fish kill 
The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation ordered additional water 
releases down the river, but most environmentalists agree that 
it is too little too late. Flows from Upper Klamath Lake have 
been reduced by 25% from last year’s levels in order to 
provide water denied alfalfa irrigators last year. The federal 
government, continuing its policy of throwing money at a 
problem. Compensated the farmers for their crop losses. 
Want to guess how much the Bush administration will spend 
to compensate the Indians, sport and commercial fishing 
communities for their losses? 
Interior Department Chief of Staff Sue Ellen Wooldridge 
refused to answer a question about whether cutbacks in water 
deliveries to farms upstream would have freed up water to 
help with the lower basin crisis this fall. Eventually she said 
the bureau was operating in accordance with the National 
Marine Fisheries Service’s opinion on the project’s operation. 
Don’t forget that Gail Norton, Interior Secretary personally 
opened the gates allowing water to flow into canals supplying 
the irrigators last fall in a much celebrated photo op in 
Klamath Falls. 
California governor Gray Davis has been strangely silent on 
the issue. 
I beg you to send letters, make phone calls and e-mails to the 
bureaucrats involved, expressing your thoughts concerning 
their loyalties, abilities, competency, heritage and prospects 
for advancement in the evolutionary march. Your message 
can be as simple as: “Stop murdering our Klamath and 
Trinity fish, including endangered species, by returning 
more water to the Klamath and Trinity Rivers NOW, and 

not for just two weeks of 550 more cubic feet of water per 
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second to the Klamath River. Start fulfilling your legal 
obligations to Tribes, endangered species and your moral 
obligation to the health and economic life of the west coast 
from San Francisco Bay to the Columbia River in Oregon. 
You are being held accountable!” 

Send to: 
Department of the Interior 
Gail Norton, Secretary of the Interior 
Bennett Raley, Asst. Sec. For Water and Science 
Harold Manson, Asst. Sec. For Fish, Wildlife and Parks 
1849 C St. NW 
Washington, DC 20240 
Phone: 202-208-3100 

Steve Williams, Director 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
1849 C St. NW, MS-3012-MIB 
Washington, DC 20240 

John Keys, Commissioner 
Bureau of Reclamation 
1849 C St. NW, MS-760-MIB 
Washington, DC 20240 

Also, contact your elected officials insisting congressional 
action be taken to halt these criminal actions. 

Sen. Barbara Boxer 
1700 Montgomery St., #240 
San Francisco, CA 94111 
Ph 415-403-0100, Fax 415-956-6701 

Sen. Diane Feinstein 
One Post St., #2450 
San Francisco, CA 94104 
Ph 415-393-0707, Fax 415-989-3242 

For your Representative go to: www.congress.org 
 


